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Abstract
We test the hypothesis that adding information regarding the positions of electromagnetic articulograph (EMA) sensors on the lips and jaw can improve the results of a typical acoustic-to-EMA mapping system, based on support vector regression, that targets the tongue sensors. Our initial motivation is to use such a system in the context of adding a tongue animation to a talking head built on the basis of concatenating bimodal acoustic-visual units. For completeness, we also train a system that maps only jaw and lip information to tongue information.

Index Terms: acoustic-to-articulatory mapping, facial features, electromagnetic articulography

1. Introduction
We have been working on talking head synthesis by concatenating units composed of bimodal acoustic-visual information [1]. One of the future goals of our project is to enhance our facial animation with an animation of the tongue. We plan to drive this tongue animation using electromagnetic articulography (EMA) information.

Ideally, to achieve such a goal, we should concurrently record facial and EMA information. However, this is difficult in practice with our current data acquisition setup. In fact, for the facial data acquisition, we use a stereovision system with two cameras that capture the positions of a large number of markers painted on the face [2]. For EMA acquisition, we use the AG500 articulograph [3], where the speaker has the head positioned inside a plexiglas cube on which electromagnetic coils are mounted. The sides of this box occlude the field of view of the cameras.

In both facial and EMA acquisitions we concurrently record (and synchronize) the acoustic signal. We could obtain concurrent facial and estimated EMA data by building a system that maps acoustics to EMA information (using concurrently recorded acoustics and EMA) and then mapping the acoustic information recorded concurrently with facial data to EMA information. In fact, we have previously built systems [4, 5] that perform the mapping from acoustics to EMA with results that are on a par with published state-of-the-art solutions [6, 7, 8, 9] to the acoustic-to-articulatory inversion problem using the same dataset, namely the MOCHA database [10]. Nevertheless, we know that there are limits to the accuracy we can get from such a system: all studies using MOCHA seem to converge to a root mean squared error of around 1.5 mm to 1.6 mm, averaged over the 14 channels involved.

But with our setup we will have available not only acoustics but also visual information. In fact, we can manage that the positions of some of the markers in our stereovision acquisition are exactly equivalent to the positions of the lip and jaw sensors in our EMA acquisition. Our hypothesis is that adding visual information regarding the lips and jaw to acoustics can improve the accuracy of predicting the tongue sensors, since such an addition can make the mapping less ambiguous. This information will regard EMA sensors on the lips and jaw in the acquisition of training data, and then equivalent stereovision markers at testing. The present paper tests this hypothesis using EMA data from MOCHA, both for training and testing.

Adding visual information to an acoustic-to-EMA mapping setup using MOCHA was done in [11] with no significant improvement to the prediction of the tongue sensor positions. Nevertheless, in that case the visual information was extracted from video images in a complex way, that might be a source of inaccuracies. We believe that using as visual information simply the positions of the EMA sensors on the jaw and lips, may be more informative.

The authors of [12] studied the case where the tongue sensors are predicted using only information on the lip and jaw sensors, i.e. no acoustic information at all. As probably expected, the results were not good, suggesting that visual information alone is not enough to predict tongue position. Just for the sake of completeness, we replicate their experiments using our mapping method on MOCHA, as they used another dataset.

2. Data and Method
MOCHA includes electromagnetic articulography (EMA) information for the coils shown in Figure 1. The two coils at the bridge of the nose and the upper incisors are used for the normalization of the data from the rest. Seven coils, located at the lower incisors (li), upper lip (ul), lower lip (ll), tongue tip (tt), tongue blade (tb), tongue dorsum (td) and velum (v), offer useful location information, namely trajectories of the projections of their position on two axes on the midsagittal plane: one with direction from the front to the back of the head (x-axis) and one with direction from the bottom to the top of the head (y-axis). The information flows from individual coils on individual axes are referred to as EMA channels.

For the processing of EMA data, first we subtracted a filtered version of the channel means across the dataset in the way and for the reasons explained in [13]. In our implementation we used a 15-point moving average window to filter the channel means. Then we low-pass filtered the data using a Hamming window at 20 Hz, and resampled from 500 Hz to 100 Hz. The authors of [8] showed that at least 99% of the energy of the EMA channels in MOCHA (and for the fsew0 speaker we use) lies well below 20 Hz (the only exception is the horizontal projection of the velum sensor with a slightly larger frequency bound, but this sensor is not important to our present work), so it is safe to say that low-pass filtering with this cutoff frequency does not lead to loss of important information. Regarding the acoustic speech signal, we extracted 12 MFCCs using HTK [14], with a window size of 25 ms and a shift of 10 ms. Both EMA and acoustic data were z-scored, and silent stretches...
at the beginning and end of the utterances were omitted. We considered three different kinds of input information. For the acoustic experiment, the input information for each frame was its MFCC parameters. For the facial experiment, the input information for each frame was the union of the previous two sets. In all cases, we constructed context input vectors spanning over 11 consecutive frames, centered around the output frame. The output information was the value of one of the EMA channels corresponding to sensors \( t_l, ul, \) and \( ll \). Note that the support vector regression (SVR) algorithm that we used for the mapping considers a scalar output value, and not a vector.

We trained the \( \varepsilon \)-SVR algorithm with the gaussian kernel, using the LibSVM software [15]. The algorithm solves the following optimization problem:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{maximize} & \quad -\varepsilon \sum_{i=1}^{n} (a_i^+ - a_i) y_i \\
& \quad - \frac{1}{2} \sum_{i,j=1}^{n} (a_i^+ - a_i)(a_j^+ - a_j) \exp(-\gamma \|x_i - x_j\|^2) \\
\text{subject to} & \quad 0 \leq a_i, a_i^+ \leq C, \ i = 1, \ldots, n \quad \text{and} \quad \sum_{i=1}^{n} (a_i^+ - a_i) = 0,
\end{align*}
\]

over the \( n \) input vectors \( x_i \) and corresponding output scalars \( y_i \), to provide with the mapping function

\[
f(x) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} (a_i^+ - a_i) \exp(-\gamma \|x - x_i\|^2) + b
\]

where \( b \) is calculated from the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions for the problem [16]. The parameters \( C, \varepsilon, \gamma \) are to be selected by the experimenter. Based on [17], we used

\[
C = \max \{ |\bar{y} + 3\sigma_y|, |\bar{y} - 3\sigma_y| \}
\]

where \( \bar{y} \) and \( \sigma_y \) are the mean and the standard deviation of the output values of training data, and

\[
\varepsilon = 3\sigma_n \sqrt{\frac{\ln n}{n}}
\]

where \( n \) is the number of training examples, and \( \sigma_n \) is the median value of \( \sqrt{(y - \bar{y})^2} \) across the training output data. Finally, based on [18], we used

\[
\gamma = \frac{m^2}{\sum_{i,j=1}^{m} \|x_i - x_j\|^2}.
\]

The results of the mapping function of Eq. 2 were z-scored values of the EMA channels. After testing, we inverted z-scoring and added back the filtered version of the channel mean corresponding to the utterance in question. As a final post-processing step, we smoothed the resulting trajectories using a low pass-filter at 20 Hz, i.e. the same filter we used at pre-processing.

### 3. Results

We experimented using the data of speaker fsew0 from MOCHA, i.e. a female with a Southern English accent. We performed cross-validation experiments over the 460 numbered utterances available, using five partitions. For evaluation we used the two metrics typical in works on acoustic-to-EMA mappings: root mean squared error

\[
E_{RMS} = \sqrt{\frac{1}{m} \sum_{i=1}^{m} (y'_i - y_i)^2}
\]

where \( m \) is the number of examples in the test set, and \( y, y' \) are real and estimated values; and Pearson correlation

\[
r = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{m} (y'_i - y'_i)(y_i - \bar{y})}{\sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{m} (y'_i - \bar{y}')(y_i - \bar{y})^2} \sum_{i=1}^{m} (y_i - \bar{y})^2}
\]

where overlines denote mean values over the test set.

These results are summarized in Table 1. The numbers outside parentheses refer to the whole dataset of 460 utterances.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>channel</th>
<th>acoustic</th>
<th>acoustic + facial</th>
<th>facial</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( tt_x )</td>
<td>2.34 (1.83)</td>
<td>2.15 (1.174)</td>
<td>3.52 (2.72)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( tt_y )</td>
<td>2.34 (1.98)</td>
<td>2.11 (1.54)</td>
<td>3.30 (2.39)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( tb_x )</td>
<td>2.19 (2.13)</td>
<td>1.98 (2.18)</td>
<td>3.16 (2.67)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( tb_y )</td>
<td>2.06 (2.23)</td>
<td>1.95 (2.23)</td>
<td>3.50 (4.23)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( td_x )</td>
<td>2.03 (2.08)</td>
<td>1.81 (1.97)</td>
<td>2.81 (2.51)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( td_y )</td>
<td>2.12 (1.91)</td>
<td>2.06 (1.91)</td>
<td>3.40 (3.48)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>average</td>
<td>2.18 (2.03)</td>
<td>2.01 (1.93)</td>
<td>3.28 (3.00)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pearson correlation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>channel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( tt_x )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( tt_y )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( tb_x )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( tb_y )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( td_x )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( td_y )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>average</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In this paper, we presented experiments of adding facial information to a typical acoustic-to-EMA machine learning-based mapping setup. Overall numbers indicated that there is indeed a relative improvement of the results when doing so. However, when we animated the estimated tongue contours and compared them to the real ones, we found that these improvements were, at best, only marginal.

Our initial motivation was to use such a system in the context of adding a tongue animation to a talking head system. After our experiments, and, most notably, after observing animations such as the one shown in Fig. 3 we believe that, even without adding facial information, our acoustic-to-EMA mapping system is able to provide synthetic tongue trajectories useful for our purpose, i.e., a tongue animation that is intelligible to the interlocutor of the talking head. But on the other hand, we are especially doubtful about whether, even after adding facial information, the same system could be useful in the context of more sensitive applications, like providing articulatory feedback for speech training [19] or driving an articulatory model for the purposes of articulatory synthesis [20].

Several approaches have been tried on the acoustic-to-EMA mapping problem. When presented with such a work, aside from the main mapping method used, one should pay attention to the particular details of the implementation and presentation, such as the processing of the EMA trajectories, the speech signal parameterization, the size of context window used, or even the chosen subset of the dataset that is used for evaluation. But the single most important factor that can affect results is the corpus itself; recently Richmond applied the exact same methodology to MOCHA and to a newly acquired dataset and found a decrease of root mean squared error from 1.54 mm to 0.99 mm [21]. Perhaps in our case also the use of another corpus, which we plan to acquire, can further improve the results presented here.
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Figure 3: Visualization of results for the phrase “It’s not easy to create illuminating examples”. Each subplot corresponds to approximately the middle of the phone duration, as indicated in Fig. 2. For the tongue sensors, we show the real positions of the sensors and the three estimation. In each case the three sensors are shown connected by a simple cubic spline. For the sensors on lip, jaw, and velum, we show only real positions. The leftmost straight line approximates the lip opening (connecting upper and lower lip sensor) and the second straight line jaw opening (connecting the constant position of upper incisor sensor to that of lower incisor sensor). The straight line connecting the rightmost point of the hard palate with the velum sensor position approximates very roughly the soft palate. The shape of the hard palate was approximated from the full fsEW0 dataset. RMS errors and Pearson correlations between real and estimated positions for the full utterance are given in parentheses in Table 1. The MOCHA labeling convention is used for the names of the phonemes.


